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Medical Practice Gains
Reliable Computer System
Two years ago, the team at Joseph Banis M.D.
Plastic Surgery and Medical Skin Care was
frustrated with their IT system.
It was increasingly unreliable and plagued with crashes
and viruses, according to Office Administrator Karen
Babin. When the system was down, clients couldn’t book
appointments, staff couldn’t access patient records, and
billing halted. Some problems never seemed fully resolved.

Joseph Banis M.D.
Plastic Surgery and
Medical Skin Care is
a medical-grade skin
care and aesthetics
practice in Louisville,
KY. Headed by Plastic
Surgeon Dr. Joseph
C. Banis, the practice
offers reconstructive
surgery and cosmetic
surgery services,
including lifts, tucks,
fillers, liposuction,
reduction, and
augmentation.
The practice also
offers skin care
services, including
peels, injectables
and several medicalgrade skin care
product lines, plus hair
restoration.
More information is
at https://aesthetics.
com/

“It’s awful to have a patient come, want to check in or
check out, and we have to say, ‘oh excuse me, we can’t
serve you right now because our system’s down,’ “ said
Stephen Manecke, Banis’ Chief Financial Officer.
continued on P.02
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ImageQuest Interns Gain
Valuable Compliance,
Cybersecurity Experience
To encourage more students to
become compliance and cybersecurity
professionals, ImageQuest hired three
college students majoring in relevant IT
fields this year.
SAM GIARRATANA, RHETT WYATT,
AND GRAYSON MEADOWS helped us
with clients’ Vulnerability Assessments
and IT Compliance policies, as well as
client (and ImageQuest’s) migration to
Office 365. They also helped a software
client with PCI DSS compliance and
assisted a bank with a cybersecurity
assessment tool.
Rhett, a rising senior at the University
of Tennessee, is a computer science and
cybersecurity major. Sam and Grayson are
both rising juniors at Lipscomb University.
Sam is majoring in Games Development
and Grayson in information security.

continued from P.01
A previous IT services provider usually
tried to solve problems by swapping out
corrupted systems with refurbished
ones.
“Instead of giving us an overall ‘here’s
what we can do to solve the problems,’
we were getting piecemeal” solutions,”
Manecke said.
Added Babin: “It was just add-ons and
Band-Aids. They just didn’t meet our
needs.”
Then the Banis team found ImageQuest
and hired IQ to provide managed IT
services.
The practice needed a new industrystandard server system, a data backup
system, network monitoring, and
security solutions to replace “a jumble
of improper solutions installed by a
prior vendor to save time and money,”
said ImageQuest Project Manager Matt
Moses. “They originally had multiple
brands and multiple versions for
network gear. We consolidated all of
that to our current standard equipment.”

From left: Sam,
Rhett and Grayson.

The interns learned about related
business issues too. Grayson said
he enjoyed watching ImageQuest
CEO Milton Bartley educate
a prospective client on how
ImageQuest could help that client,
while Sam said he liked a dive into
password solutions and whether
better ones were out there for
ImageQuest to use.
“It was cutting-edge, and cool to be
working on it,” Sam said.
Grayson said he was amazed to learn how
much background work and legwork is
involved in getting a client’s IT systems
in compliance with regulations. “You have
to have a huge base of knowledge because
there are so many different standards
with which they have to comply.”
Rhett said he was fascinated with

A year after that install, the practice
relocated to a new office. Moses also
supervised the move of the practice
network and computer equipment – and
even tracked down another vendor’s
missing piece of equipment after his
work was completed and paid for,
Manecke said.
“Matt Moses was great.
He was all over it, took
care of it, and really
helped us deal with that
multi-thousand dollar
situation,” Manecke said.

ImageQuest’s work to discover
vulnerabilities in clients’ IT systems.
The challenge for him was “how close
can you get to be untouchable” in terms
of protection against malware and other
problems.
Rhett also said he enjoyed seeing
ImageQuest in action.
“Milton’s a cool dude,” Wyatt said. “We’re
grateful for all the guidance he’s shown
us.”

response from the ImageQuest Help
Desk.
“They understand what I’m going
through as an end user, and what the
problem is,” Babin said. “They log into
my computer, they address my issue,
and pretty much it’s a quick resolution.”

Watch Karen Babin,
Steve Manecke, and Dr.
Joseph Banis talk about
ImageQuest in a video here:
https://www.imagequest.
com/banis-plastic-surgery

Now the practice
feels more secure than ever before as
ImageQuest provides threat intelligence
services, consistent patching, firmware
updates, and an off-site encrypted
backup.
ImageQuest even helped the practice
meet some compliance regulations with
their new IT, Manecke said. “It was an
issue we had to do but didn’t know about
before.”
When the practice has a computer
issue now, Babin said she gets a prompt
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Dr. Joseph C. Banis,
practice founder, also
was pleased with
his experience with
ImageQuest.

“They have transitioned
us from an unreliable
old computer system
with a lot of breakdowns and a lot of
cost to keep it running and reliable, to
what now has become a very productive
relationship,” Dr. Banis said. “They take
care of things, they’re there when we
need them, and they’re very prompt and
responsive (leaving us) with very little
to no downtime that I’m aware of.”
Added Manecke: “It’s just the greatest
piece of mind to know our equipment
is working, and our infrastructure’s
safe.”
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Group Wanted for Hacking
Universities Worldwide
A syndicate of nine
Iranians hired by
a Tehran-based
organization is wanted
by the F.B.I. for
hacking into computer
systems belonging to
320 universities around
the world, including
144 in the U.S.
In addition, the syndicate also
targeted entities such as Los
Alamos National Laboratory,
Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center, and the Electric
Power Institute.
The Iranian organization, the
Mabna Institute, has a website
and LinkedIn page highlighting
its start as a computer software,
hardware “animation and special
effects” company in 2005. It

says it “put its main focus on
Value-Added Services (VAS) in the
telecommunications community”
and has “embarked on a number
of projects for the Iranian
government organizations.”
The FBI says the Institute
carried out its attacks on
universities at the behest of
Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps, which benefited
from the sensitive information
obtained in the hacking, the New
York Times reported.
One of the key ways the Iranians
broke into university systems
was by telling students, faculty
and other university workers
that their library “account”
had expired. “To reactivate
your account, simply visit the
following page and login with
your library account,” the
phishing message read.

When a target clicked on the link,
they were sent to a page that
nearly precisely mirrored the real
library page. Even the URL in the
link closely mirrored the actual
link, according to an article by
PhishLabs, which dubbed the
hackers “Silent Librarian.”
The FBI identified Mostafa
Sadeghi as one of the hackers,
and PhishLabs found evidence
he was selling the stolen
credentials on a website,
“Uniaccount[.]ir”.
With no extradition treaty or even
diplomatic relations between the
U.S. and Iran, it seems unlikely
the FBI will ever get to arrest
any of the accused – unless the
Iranians risk traveling abroad. The
worst punishment appears to be
that any assets the organization
or individuals held in the U.S. are
frozen.

The FBI
identified
Mostafa
Sadeghi as one
of the hackers,
and PhishLabs
found evidence
he was selling
the stolen
credentials
on a website,
“Uniaccount[.]ir”.

Boost Your Personal Cybersecurity
With Milton’s Best Practices
Don’t delay – download
this important advice
now at https://www.
imagequest.com/whitepapers/miltons-bestpractices.

Confident your home network’s
locked down against cyber
intruders?
Worried that you’ll be hacked? Can you really
protect your identity and online accounts?
You can certainly take steps that cause
hackers to move on to easier targets. These
steps fall under four key areas for action:
2-Factor Authentication, your Home Network,

Password Management and most important,
Credit Freezes for you and your children.
These critical steps are detailed in this White
Paper by ImageQuest CEO Milton Bartley. It
includes how-to information, and the actual
links to get things done.
If you follow Bartley’s advice, you will
dramatically shrink the target hackers have
placed on the backs of you and your family.

DO YOU KNOW A COMPANY LOOKING FOR IT SUPPORT?
WHAT WOULD MAKE A GOOD
REFERRAL?
A great referral for us is a company in
any professional industry with at least
20 computers – or any organization with
a regulatory compliance standard they
must follow.

HOW DO I SUBMIT A LEAD?
You can submit your referral by emailing
us at leads@imagequest.com, or by
calling Milton Bartley or Jay Mallory at
888.979.2679. You can get more details at
https://www.imagequest.com/referralprogram/
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Check Us Out!

From Our
Customers

OUR LIVE EVENTS

Aug. 22

“What you Must Have in Place
Now to be DFS 23 NYCRR
500 Compliant,” Capstone IT,
Rochester, NY.

Aug. 23

“How HR can keep Data Safe
and Secure,” Trinity Benefit
Advisors’ Workplace Wisdom
Summit, Knoxville.

Aug. 24

“Ransomware, Inc.”
presentation, Sturgill, Turner,
Barker & Maloney, PLLC,
private retreat.

Sept. 18

“Curating an Effective
Security Culture,” Atlanta
ARMA Chapter Meeting

Follow Us!
Look for us on Social Media to learn
more about us and keep up with related
news. Follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter
and Google+. From time to time we add
Video Tips on YouTube to help you stay
secure. Due to data privacy concerns,
we are not on Facebook.
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“I always hate having to call support but love the patience and drive
the ImageQuest team has to solve my problems. Thank you.”
“DeMarcus was great at understanding and deciphering my nontechnical jargon when trying to explain my issues. He understood
the importance of finding a solution as quickly as possible and
diligently worked until he did. Give DeMarcus a raise! My Mac put
him through it!”
“Andrew kept at it until he figured it out and got it to work
continuously. Thank you!”
“Hallelujah! Thanks again, Angie.”
“Most patient with following through on the request as
well as making sure I knew how to use the VPN connection.
Professional, respectful and kind.”
“Erick was great. He got our server reset and everyone’s
workstations connected back to the server which also fixed our
phone. He got us back up and running just like you
guys guarantee you will.”
You can read more comments at imagequest.com/
reviews. Thank YOU to our clients who shared their
positive feedback about our help. We appreciate it! If you
are not having this experience with your Technology Vendor,
maybe you should give us a call!

WELCOME NEW CLIENT!
Chariot Logistics is a
third-party logistics and
transportation company
headquartered in
Nashville, Tenn.
The company was founded
in 2012 by transportation
executive Joe DiLeo,
who sought to create a
“transportation company
that put the interest of its
customers and employees
before the bottom line.” The
company tagline is “Carry
people to a better place.”
Chariot also strives to
differentiate itself through

its extensive use of cuttingedge technology. In addition
to tracking loads through
GPS, Chariot also uses
artificial intelligence and
robots to monitor its carrier
base and freight loads round
the clock. Customers also
can track their freight online
and get custom analytics
reporting with Chariot’s
technology.
When it started as a oneperson company, Chariot
used a small IT services
provider who assisted
Chariot when DiLeo or his
team couldn’t resolve an IT
issue themselves, DiLeo said.

But Chariot has grown
rapidly and “the scale and
scope of our IT just got too
big” for Chariot’s original IT
provider.
“We then met with
(ImageQuest CEO) Milton
Bartley, and learned
about ImageQuest’s allencompassing Chocolate
Cake approach to IT” as
well as ImageQuest’s ability
to grow its services and
support as its clients grow,
DiLeo said.
“It made sense to us, given
our needs, and now we
use ImageQuest as our IT
Department.”

MEET CHARIOT
LOGISTICS
Chariot Logistics
offers dry van, flatbed,
refrigerated, drayage, and
LTL (less than Truckload)
freight shipping. Chariot
serves a variety of
shippers, from large
Fortune 500 companies
to small mom-and-pop
businesses.
https://chariotlog.com
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